Marche

Passion, with a respect for the land and the determination to innovate are the
foundations on which we built our winery. Each harvest is an important test of
our wines and vineyards. Year after year, we set our sights on improving the
standard of our grapes, respecting our traditions and the history of the land we
farm, yet applying new concepts to vine-growing by thinning and having an
obsessive attention to the health of the plants.
The name Santa Barbara pays homage to our land, our tradition and those we
worship. The history of this place dates back to the 6th century when Senigallia
was a Byzantine city and a Lombardic (and therefore “barbarian”) outpost was
set up in a nearby village. Since then, that village took the name of Barbara which
is where our winery is located today, having the privilege of being housed in an
old monastery.

Santa Barbara – Stefano Antonucci
Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi “Amfora”
The Anfora is a fresh, easy-drinking Verdicchio, vinified and aged solely in
stainless steel to enhance its approachability. Delicate floral aromas and fruit
are accompanied by intense notes of fresh fruit and white flowers. In the mouth
the wine is slender and lively with a pleasant aftertaste of almond and nice
persistence. Extremly versatile, this Verdicchio is an ideal accompaniment to
appetizers and light fish or vegetable dishes, though is also delightful all on its
own. This particular amphora-shaped bottle pays tribute to the original
Verdicchio bottles, designed by Italian architect Maiocchi in the 1950’s to market
this unique varietal internationally.
Classification: Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi DOC
Grapes:

Verdicchio

Production Area: Marche, between the Adriatic Sea and Appenine Mountains
Altitude: 250 meters (820 feet) a.s.l.
Soil Type:

sandy tuft, northeast and northwest exposures

Age of vines: 25-40 years old
Harvest: manual / hand harvested
Wine-making: fermentation, with select yeasts, in temperature-controlled stainless
steel tanks
Alc: 13%
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